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MID – TERM III (2012)  EXAMS

ENGLISH    FOR    P.2

NAME:_________________________________________ STREAM:_______
       
  DATE: ____________________________________________

1. Fill  in  the missing  sound.

(a)  ___ ___air                             (b)  be___ ___

(c)  st___ ___l                              (d)  mat___ ___

2. Circle  the  correct  word.

(a)   bottle                       bottle                        bottle

(b)  flower                        flawer                       flower

(c)  umbrela                    umblerra                  umbrella

3. Write  a sentence beginning  with  this  word.

(a) What:  ___________________________________________________

(b) Who: _____________________________________________________

4. Arrange  these  in alphabetical order.

(a)  oranges             mangoes          tomatoes           bananas

                     _____________________  =   ___________________________

_______________________________________________________________
(b)  Bob            Ben           Bin              Bam

                     _______________________  =  _________________________

_______________________________________________________________
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5. Re-write putting a pronoun  for the underlined.

(a)  Alice  eats  well.                (b)  The boy  has a pen.

________________________             ________________________________
(c)  Look at the cat.                 (d)  I and you  are  good.

_________________________       __________________________________

6. Write out the three names of colours.

                                                   (a)  _______________________________

                                                    (b)  _______________________________

                                                     (c) _______________________________

7. Make  a  good sentence  about the picture.

(a)
                                                       ______________________________________

(b)
                                                       ______________________________________
                                    

(c)

                                              ______________________________________

(d)

                                                       ______________________________________

           Skirt     brown
Rose     khaki 

Purple   blouse

       blackboard
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8. Match  the  similars  correctly.

assist                                               goodbye

present                                            help

reply                                               gift

farewell                                           answer

9. Complete the adjectives  table correctly.

ADJECTIVE COMPARATIVE

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fast

……………………………

Big

………………………………

…………………………...

Dirtier

……………………………

Wider

10. Write  the  opposite of the underlined word.

(a)  My  brother  is  at home.  ___________________________________

(b)  He has a new  book.     _____________________________________

(c)  It is a white  paper.     ______________________________________

(d)  Agnes is my enemy.    ______________________________________

11. Underline  the  words that completes the sentence correctly.

(a)  May I have a (piece / piece)  of the ake?

(b)  (Write / Right)  a  thank   you  letter.

(c)   My  (wait / weight)  is  25 kilogrammes.

(d)  The boy (pulled / pooled)  the  goat.
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(e)  (Witch / Which)  DVD  do  you  like best?

12. Rearrange  to  make a  correct story.

-  James is a clean boy.
-  After they have dried,
-  He  puts  them  on  the wire to dry.
-  Jane  helps  him  to  iron  them.
-  He  wastes his clothes everyday.

Order:

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

13. Use the given words in the box to complete the story correctly.

       People  go to the ____________________________when they are 

sick.  They go there to get ____________________________.  Sick people

in the hospitals are called ________________________  while those who 

get accidents are ______________________________.  

They are all _________________________by the _________________________

found in the hospitals.  

     casualties,           hospitals,        doctors

    treated             patients             medicine
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** The  End. **


